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The support process strategy includes information systems and financial-accounting systems Oxfam
organisational structure is geographical as they work around the world in and with alot of countries helping
the less fortunate. The internal environment is the source of its vitality. This tells the Tesco management what
the customers like and dislike. This could be where there are teams of people operating in different locations
like in different towns, cities or countries, so it would be very difficult to organise the business simply by its
functions. Oxfam tries to keep the number of managers down and have more volunteers up. This organisation
chart shows how the herpetology team work at Chester Zoo. It gives the community a better image of Nike as
a helping and caring organisation and also it may be a way or promoting themselves as the logo is likely to be
printed everywhere. Geographic - Geographic structures are mostly about the size of the organisation and
where it operates. McDonalds is a fast food restaurant and its purpose is to provide the best and fastest
customer service so in this way it will give the organisation a good reputation and help them to make more
profit. The external environment is the source that supply organization resources. Below is what Nike has
done to meet their aims and objectives: â€” Nike have internal monitors who check the working conditions of
workers, this helps as working conditions can be improved if they are seen to be bad. Then, an account of the
evolution of marketing in the United States is presented. Whereas Tesco has to makes its way up in the
hierarchy structure. It gives Nike a better image to what it was before taking advantage of the developing
countries and paying workers very little. Improve relationship with suppliers â€” Tesco have got a new idea
where they pay weight-for-age. This is one of the organisation charts for Chester Zoo. The changing structure
of the company will lead to functional areas, which will allow the business leaders to delegate responsibilities
based on grouped activities This also shows how the organisation is organized and how everyone is on the top
of the chart and also at the bottom. Below is a table clearly stating how they have implemented new ideas in
order to achieve their aims: Not all aims and objectives will be stated, just the main ones Aims Measures taken
to meet aims: The effectiveness of measurements 1. If there would be a problem with customers for example,
then the assistant manager would take care of this but if there would be something more serious then the
business manager will have to take care of it because he is the top head of managing. The people strategy is
human resources. Above just states one thing that each business has done to boost sales but there are many
other strategies both Tesco and Nike used to boost sales levels, this includes recycling Nike , using new
materials such as organic cotton Nike , providing certain food for certain ethnic areas Tesco, they have Halal
meat in areas with high numbers of Muslims and delivering Tesco, another customer convenience.
Organisational structure is particularly important for decision making. Nike made this advert so the viewers
got the feeling that the Nike kits, football boots etc were something that made you feel proud of to wear and
made you give skills such as ones shown on TV, this made viewers, especially the younger audience wanting
to buy Nike products as they thought it can give them skills and enhance their image as top stars were wearing
the same products as well. This will cut costs, though its marginal and it will enhance Nikes image which is
not good from the environment side. Some people think that marketing involves deceptive, high-pressure
tactics to get them to buy something they do not really want However, if an organization increases in size and
business activity, one or two people will need a team of people so the business can function properly. By
product - By-product organisational structures offer a range of products or services and these can dictate its
structure. Both Nike and Tesco are two contrasting business in the business world. How to cite this page
Choose cite format:. The structure of the business will have to change to accommodate the increasing
operations and demands.


